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Introduction: Some Occupations of Food  

“Why should we be fated to / Do nothing but brood / On food, / Magical food, / Wonderful food, /  
Marvellous food, / Fabulous food, / Beautiful food, / Glorious food.” —Lionel Bart (1960) 
 
“The revolution is not a dinner party.” —Mao Tse Tung (1927, 28) 









Why Gastronomy? 



food is lively, complex, and intersubjective 





food is a milieu 



the thinking-doing of gastronomy 



Unpacking Ecosophy 



Research Practices as Performance 



research-creation-reporting 



performance considerations 





practical considerations 

 “



the scales of practice 

practices in practice 





Dissertation Structure 







Chapter 1: The Thinking and Doing of Gastronomy 

“Gastronomy, though a Cinderella in the world of knowledge, is in fact a true science, which can open eyes."  
 —Carlo Petrini (UNISG 2008, 8) 

“My hope is that we can learn to live in a way that is less dependent on the automatic. To live more in and through slow method, 
or vulnerable method, or quiet method. Multiple method. Modest method. Uncertain method. Diverse method.”   
 —John Law (2004, 11) 

Thinking Through Gastronomy  



gastronomy in print 



gastronomy in movement  



gastronomy and media 





gastronomy and ‘modernity’  



gastronomy all covered in ivy 





gastronomy alternately entwined 





gastronomy, definitions, and power 



Doing Through Gastronomy 



food performativity in scholarship 



food performativity in material practices 





food performativity in narrative writing 





putting performative practices together 



Thinking and Doing Gastronomy 

 



St-Laurent 

Displace 



UNISG 



a meal of gastronomy 





Chapter 2: Representing Boulevard St-Laurent 

“‘Memory’s images, once they are fixed in words, are erased,’ Polo said. ‘Perhaps I am afraid of losing Venice all at once, if I 
speak of it. Or perhaps speaking of other cities I have already lost it, little by little.’" —Italo Calvino (1997, 78) 
 
“To translate is to displace.… But to translate is also to express in one’s own language what others say and want, why they act in 
the way they do and how they associate with each other: it is to establish oneself as a spokesman.” —Michel Callon (1986, 223) 



The Milieu-Apparatus of St-Laurent 



storying the street 







activating other senses 



Enacting St-Laurent, Enacting RCR 



walking and talking with CAFS, UNISG, and DART446 



 



talking and tasting with CAIS and the AAG 





making and performing a meal of St-Laurent 

Fig. 2.1: the three images captured by my camera during the AAG presentation 



Fig. 2.2: a sketch of the “Meal of St-Laurent” table 



Fig. 2.3: the St-Laurent table, after the eating  



performing and recording a tranche of Berlin

Fig. 2.4: the “portable kitchen” built by designers participating in DI: Berlin  





Fig. 2.5: along the Landwehr Canal in Berlin           







Performing Foodscapes 

Fig. 2.6: the Meal, after the meal  



translating food 





interpreting translations 



structuring spaces 



changing spaces 





documenting process 





Fig. 2.7: detail from two of the “Meal of St-Laurent” sketches         



recording food 



Summary and Implications 



transforming processes 

controlling bodies  



telling stories 





Chapter 3: Displace-ing Cooking and Tasting 

“Next we will look at material resistances of foods themselves. By this I mean the bloodymindedness of certain materials....”  
 —Peter Atkins (2009, 118) 
 
“So far as I’m concerned, if you can spray them then they are real.” —Ian Hacking (1983, 23) 



The Milieu-Apparatus of Displace 



trajectories through sensing 



doing things with senses 



realness and resistance  



tasting gustibles 



cooking improvisations 



the brief problematic of inside/outside 



Displacements in Taste and Cooking 

ingredients 



Fig. 3.1: recipe development notes for making the liquid, Green 





Fig. 3.2: some of the residues from mozzarella di bufala campana DOP 



Fig. 3.3: residual matter from Displace v1.0 



Fig. 3.4: leftover sponge toffee in Greensboro, VT 



Fig. 3.5: strained bits from a batch of salty-minty gels 



tools 

Fig. 3.6: Roy’s agency performing with Green’s agency 



Fig. 3.7: Taylorism enacted on agar gels





Fig. 3.8: early prototypes of the v1.0 gels 



Fig. 3.9: I wish I had stolen that hammer 



Fig. 3.10: walking on the moon in The Hague (aka, blue-green tire éponge) 



space 

Fig. 3.11: the kitchen chez Szanto, in two times 





Fig. 3.12: the kitchen chez TAG Gallery, in two spaces 



Fig. 3.13: hexgels in space 



Summary and Implications 

Fig. 3.12: When did that get there? 





renovating kitchens and mouths 



Fig. 3.13: Outside the TAG Gallery in The Hague. Are those salty-minty gels still lively? 



scripting and improvising in time 



ordering food in space 



speaking for food 





Chapter 4: Scaling the University of Gastronomic Sciences 

“The recombinant future is a self-conscious, self-referential blending of old and new, a reflection of ambivalence about the 
future…especially appropriate for a complex food culture that aspires to convenience and authenticity, efficiency and artisanship, 
mass distribution and class distinction…. Recombinant futurists are more mercenary and improvisational.”  
 —Warren Belasco (2006, 151; 220) 
 
“Sometimes it is good to leave students puzzled, uncertain about what is being said. Even confused.” —John Law (1999, 9) 





The Milieu-Apparatus of UNISG 

Fig. 5.1: UNISG’s main entrance; a piece of a cardboard box bearing “beer for exams”; a master program classroom  



pedagogical diversity 



emotional urgency 



processing absence… 

...and some processual presences 





a Romanesque (and sometimes Kafkaesque) setting  

Fig. 5.2: posters depicting the state of the Agenzia di Pollenzo, prior to renovations in 2001; the stables (left) became the restaurant Guido, while storage 
areas (right) became UNISG classrooms 



embedded research… 





…and activated histories 



Perceived Gaps, Possible Potentials 



standing out, being common 







messy systems, productive confusion 







being watched, perceiving oneself 



Fig. 5.3: an UNISG hallway with double doors at both ends  





Fig. 5.4: the inner courtyard, framed by UNISG and the Albergo dell’Agenzia (the hotel)  





needing control, finding improvisation 









Fig. 5.5: Sarah Krobath’s food ecology  

Fig. 5.6: Gabe Jefferies and his food ecology/framework

Fig. 5.7: Charlotte Myer and the remnants of 
her focaccia frame  



Summary and Implications 



performing institutions 



instituting gastronomy? 



throwing open the gates 



Fig. 5.8: interference patterns in the streets of Bra?  



Chapter 5: Making a Meal of Gastronomy 

“A meal is a phase in a much but not all-embracing process, a node in a network, not exhausting but still touching or embracing 
the totality of all existence." —Per Otnes (1991, 297) 
 
“Presence does not make something extraordinary appear. Instead it marks the emergence of something very ordinary and 
develops it into an event...ordinary existence is experienced as extraordinary—as transformed and even transfigured.” 
 —Erika Fischer-Lichte (2008, 99) 





Making Dinner 

dinner plans 



getting to dinner 



Fig. 6.1: a place at the Dissertation Dinner table  



having dinner

Fig. 6.2: DD invitees at table (left); the DD menu written 
on the tablecloth (top right); table detail (bottom right) 
 



Unmaking Dinner 

framing dinner 





improvising dinner 



entangling dinner 



(de)stabilizing dinner 





enlivening dinner 



Leftovers 



extending three questions 





answering with and 



 



Summary: A Last Bite 

“People ask me: Why do you write about food, and eating, and drinking? Why don’t you write about the struggle for power and 
security, and about love, the way others do?" —M.F.K. Fisher (1954, ix) 



O, what a piece of cake is gastronomy 
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